TEACHING CONFIDENT EXPRESSION OF THOUGHT
FOR PROFESSIONALS
We invent a different template of success

Who trusted us:
“Believe in
other people”

Our Language Lab

wordborn is a general guide for written and verbal business communication.
But it is also meant to be a kind of a cabinet for curiosities.

●
●
●

What you'll learn:
Critical PERSUASIVE SKILLS in writing. When and how to employ a
variety of rhetorical devices in writing and communicating
How to improve your CORRESPONDENCE
How to TELL A STORY
We celebrate creativity but remain grounded in useful advice

It’s not just what you say. How you say it matters as well.

Business Communication
Writing Workshop
This is a program for a group of maximum eight people, where
you’ll be taught how to write and express yourself eloquently; how
to deliver a powerful message .
You get:
● FREE consultation
● Improved writing skills
● Improved editing skills
● Valuable handouts and materials
● Our 10 wordborn commandment on writing
● Assessment of your team dynamics
● Three edits by us for FREE

Creative Writing Lab
This session is about STORYTELLING. It will teach you to locate story
material; what detail is valuable and can be shaped to tell a compelling
story.

●
●
●

●

No strict limit of the number of people.
Introducing speciﬁc ﬁction writing techniques that will help you
change your perspective about writing;
Creates team spirit and helps a team work together;
Provokes creativity and imagination

Individual Sessions
All of our programs are thought on individual sessions. This is a great opportunity for executives,,
managers, and team leaders to:

●

Sharpen their writing skills

●

Expand their arsenal of creative choices in communication

You’ll get:
● FREE consultation
● Materials (after assessing your strong sides and understanding what can be improved)
● Our 10 wordborn commandment on writing
● Three FREE edits of your materials
● Your money BACK if you’re not content

Your Instructor
Мy professional life consists largely of my experience in Business
Development and creating long-term relationships for my organization. I
saw my professional network get too vast and I had to invest in building
relationships online, so I developed a methodology based on my ﬁrm belief
that EACH WORD MATTERS. That even the most mundane moments of our
existence can be inhabited by hidden complexity and with wonder.
I am a published novelist, and I love teaching. My BA is from the American
University in Bulgaria and my MA from Soﬁa University, where I also lecture
on Creative Writing.
A reasonable concern - in many a worry; and in few a hope - is weather a
(creative) writing teacher wishes to teach her prospects to write the way
she writes. My mission is to teach writers to produce works they (and I)
would enjoy reading.

Kalina Panayotova

EXECUTIVE
BOOTCAMP
Coming Soon...

